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Abstract

A

A cloud provider today provides its network resources to
its tenants as a black box, such that cloud tenants have
little knowledge of the underlying network characteristics.
Meanwhile, data-intensive applications have increasingly
migrated to the cloud, and these applications have both the
ability and the incentive to adapt their data transfer schedules
based on the cloud network characteristics. We find that
the black-box networking abstraction and the adaptiveness
of data-intensive applications together create a mismatch,
leading to sub-optimal application performance.
This paper explores a white-box approach to resolving this
mismatch. We propose NetHint, an interactive mechanism
between a cloud tenant and a cloud provider to jointly enhance
application performance. With NetHint, the provider provides
a hint — an indirect indication of the underlying network
characteristics (e.g., link-layer network topologies for a
tenant’s virtual machines, number of co-locating tenants,
network bandwidth utilization), and the tenant’s applications
then adapt their transfer schedules accordingly. The NetHint
design provides abundant network information for cloud
tenants to compute their optimal transfer schedules, while
introducing little overhead for the cloud provider to collect and
expose this information. Evaluation results show that NetHint
improves the average performance of allreduce completion
time, broadcast completion time, and MapReduce shuffle
completion time by 2.7×, 1.5×, and 1.2×, respectively.

1

Introduction

Data-intensive applications (e.g., network functions, data
analytics, deep learning) have increasingly moved to the cloud
for resource elasticity, performance, security, and ease of
management. The performance of the cloud network is critical
for these applications’ performance. Cloud providers have thus
spent significant effort to optimize various aspects of cloud
networks, including network topology [34, 73, 76], congestion
control and network stack [3, 33, 42, 44, 69, 77, 92], load balancing [2, 46, 63, 88], bandwidth guarantee [6, 9, 43, 48, 51, 67],
debugging [7, 31], fault recovery [53], hardware [8, 27, 52, 58],
and virtualization [66].
Today, a cloud provider exposes the network to its tenants
as a black box: the cloud tenants have little visibility into their
expected network performance (e.g., a constant worst-case
bandwidth assurance) or the underlying network characteristics including the link-layer network topology, number of
co-locating tenants, and instantaneous available bandwidth.
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Figure 1: Applications have the ability and the incentive to
adapt their transfer schedules based on network characteristics:
Consider broadcasting a unit-size data object from VM A to VM
B, C, and D. (a) shows the network characteristics, all links have
bidirectional bandwidth of 1. VM D has upstream background
traffic of 0.25. (b) to (d) show possible broadcast trees and their
corresponding broadcast finish time. The arrows represent traffic
flows and the numbers represent the throughput.

The black-box model has worked well for decades due to
its simplicity. However, with the emergence of popular dataintensive applications (e.g., data analytics, distributed deep
learning, and distributed reinforcement learning) in the cloud,
we observe that such a black-box model is no longer efficient
(§2). The crux is that many of these emerging applications
have both the ability and the incentive to adapt their transfer
schedules based on the underlying network characteristics,
but it is difficult to do so with a black-box network.
Consider broadcast, an important communication primitive
in reinforcement learning and ensemble model serving.
Figure 1 shows an example that VM A broadcasts to VM B to
VM D. Figure 1b shows a possible broadcast tree constructed
under the black-box model. Without the underlying network
characteristics, the broadcast tree is network-agnostic, which
introduces link stress on the cross-rack link. Figure 1c shows
a broadcast tree based on the topology information (i.e.,
topology-aware), which improves the broadcast finish time
from 2 to 43 time units by minimizing the cross-rack traffic.
Figure 1d shows a broadcast tree based on both the topology
and bandwidth information (i.e., network-aware). It builds an
optimal broadcast tree that avoids the congested upstream link
on VM D, further improving the finish time to 1 time unit. The
performance gains increase for data center networks that have
larger oversubscription ratios or more skewed traffic.
The above example illustrates a fundamental mismatch
between the black-box nature of existing network abstractions
and the ability of a data-intensive application to adapt its traffic.
With the black-box model, the cloud tenant is unaware of the
network characteristics, and the cloud provider is unaware
of the application communication semantics and the transfer
schedule. This misses an opportunity for the cloud tenants and
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the cloud provider to adapt the data flows to the underlying
network topology and conditions to enhance performance
and efficiency for these applications. The potential gains are
substantial: our benchmark experiment on AWS shows that
the allreduce latency for a deep learning experiment varies by
up to 2.8× across different allreduce transfer schedules. One
candidate approach is for applications to probe and profile the
network and then plan their data flows accordingly [5, 57]. A
second option is to report their possible transfer schedules to
the provider for the provider to choose. We observe that these
alternatives introduce substantial communication latency and
system overhead (§2.2).
In this paper, we explore a white-box approach to resolve
this mismatch. One possibility would be for the cloud provider
to expose the physical network topology, the VM locations,
along with bandwidth assurances to the application. However,
this approach has two major drawbacks. First, exposing VM
placement and data center network topology may compromise
security for cloud tenants and can raise concerns for the cloud
provider (§2). Second, the bandwidth available to a tenant
depends on the communication patterns of other tenants,
which may be highly dynamic. Predictions that are not timely
or not accurate may do more harm than good.
This paper explores an alternative approach. We design and
implement NetHint, a mechanism for a cloud tenant and cloud
provider to interact to enhance the application performance
jointly. The key idea is that the provider provides a hint —
an indirect indication of the bandwidth allocation to a cloud
tenant (e.g., a virtual link-layer network topology, number
of co-locating tenants, network bandwidth utilization). The
tenant applications then adapt their transfer schedules based
on the hints, which may change over time. NetHint balances
confidentiality and expressiveness: on one hand, the hint
avoids exposing the physical network topology or traffic
characteristics of other tenants (§9). On the other hand, we
show that the hint provides sufficient network information to
enable tenants to plan efficient transfer schedules. (§5).
The effectiveness of NetHint relies on addressing three
important challenges. First, what information should the
hint contain? We provide each cloud tenant with a virtual
link-layer network topology along with available bandwidth
on each link in the virtual topology. This allows applications
to adapt their transfer schedules to avoid network congestion.
The second challenge is how to provide this hint at a low
cost. We design a two-layer aggregation method to collect
network statistics on the hosts. We designate a NetHint server
in a rack to aggregate network characteristics in the rack.
NetHint servers then use all-to-all communication to exchange
network characteristics globally. A cloud tenant can thus
query its rack-local NetHint server for hints.
The final challenge is how should applications react
to the hint. We present several use cases for NetHint to
optimize communication in a range of popular data-intensive
applications including deep learning, MapReduce, and
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Figure 2: Examples to illustrate the black-box networking
abstraction: tenants cannot predict their network performance.
VM A to D are placed in two servers. All links have 10 Gbps
bandwidth. We assume bandwidth is statically partitioned on the end
host (each VM can get at most 5 Gbps).

serving ensemble models. The takeaway is that for all these
applications, tenants can use the NetHint information via
simple scheduling algorithms. Adaptation also has a downside:
hints can be stale and adapting transfer schedules based on
stale information can hurt performance. We design a policy for
applications to adapts flexibly with different hints in different
scenarios: applications use temporal bandwidth information
when background network conditions are stable and adaptation
overhead is low, and otherwise applications fall back to using
only the time-invariant topology information (§6).
We evaluate the overheads and the potential performance
gain of having NetHint in data centers using a small testbed
and large-scale simulations. Our results show that NetHint
speeds up the average performance of allreduce completion
time in distributed data-parallel deep learning, broadcast
completion time in ensemble model serving, and MapReduce
shuffle completion time in distributed data analytics by 2.7×,
1.5×, and 1.2×, respectively. Moreover, these benefits are
cheap to obtain: NetHint incurs modest CPU, memory, and
network bandwidth overheads.
In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:
• We identify a mismatch between the current black-box
network abstraction and the communication needs of
data-intensive applications.
• We explore a white-box networking approach for
multi-tenant data centers.
• We design and implement NetHint, a low-cost system to
allow data-intensive applications to adapt their data transfer
schedules to enhance performance.

2
2.1

Background
Black-Box Networking Abstraction

Today, the networking abstraction a cloud has is merely a
per-VM bandwidth allocation at the end hosts. The abstraction
is a black box: tenants are unaware of the underlying network
characteristics including network topology, number of
co-locating tenants, and instantaneous available bandwidth.
As a result, the cloud tenants cannot predict their network
performance. Figure 2 shows an example. Even with a static
allocation of 5 Gbps per VM, VM A cannot predict its network
performance because it depends on the traffic demand of other
VMs. VM A can get only a bandwidth of 3.33 Gbps when
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two flows of VM C and D cause congestion inside the network
(case 2). Even with work-conserving bandwidth guarantees,
a VM’s network performance depends on other VMs.
To quantify this effect, we benchmark allreduce latency on
Amazon Web Service (AWS). Allreduce is a collective communication primitive that is commonly used for distributed
deep learning. It aggregates a vector (i.e., gradient updates
in deep learning) across all worker processes (each running
in its own VM). In our experiment, we launch 32 g4dn.2XL
(with Linux kernel 5.3) instances in the EC2 US-East-1 region
and test ring-allreduce latency with NVIDIA NCCL (version
2.4.8)—the most popular collective communication library for
deep learning—for 100 consecutive runs. We repeat the above
experiment for 5 trials, and different trials may have different
VM placements on the physical topology. Figure 3 shows
our findings: ring-allreduce performance on 256MB buffer
varies both spatially across different trials and temporally
within a trial. Comparing across different trials, the fastest
trial has a 1.8× better mean performance than the slowest trial;
comparing the 100 runs within a trial, the fastest run is up to
2.8× faster than the slowest run.
Adaptiveness in Data-Intensive Applications
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Figure 4: MapReduce jobs can adapt transfer schedules via task
placement. Assume the same network characteristics as in Figure 1a.
(a) shows the traffic demand for a MapReduce shuffle. Each arrow
represents a unit traffic. (b) to (d) show possible task placement and
the corresponding shuffle finish time.

shows the shuffle traffic for a MapReduce job with two mappers
(m1 and m2) and two reducers (r1 and r2). We observe from Figure 4b to Figure 4d that allocating mappers and reducers based
on the topology and bandwidth information effectively improves this shuffle completion time from 4 to 2 units. Moreover,
emerging task-based distributed systems (e.g., Ray, Dask, Hydro) support applications with dynamic task graphs. Similar to
the MapReduce example, we can change the transfer schedule
of these applications by choosing different VMs to place a task.
Moreover, many deep learning jobs are networkintensive. This claim is validated by numerous recent
studies [14, 35, 40, 71, 86] and observations from production
clusters (e.g., Microsoft [30, 41, 82] and ByteDance [65]). In
particular, as mentioned in §2.1, deep learning jobs contain
an allreduce phase to synchronize gradient updates among
workers in each training iteration. As shown in Figure 5, an
allreduce phase has multiple candidate topologies. For example, the allreduce traffic can be sent via a ring connecting all
the workers with a flexible ordering (Figure 5a and Figure 5b).
Or, we can build an allreduce tree to (1) aggregate gradient
updates to one of the workers, and (2) send the aggregated
gradient updates back in the reverse direction (Figure 5c and
Figure 5d). Different allreduce topologies introduce different
transfer schedules. Thus, given network characteristics, deep
learning jobs can change their transfer schedules by selecting
the algorithm and configuration of allreduce.
2.3

Besides reinforcement learning and ensemble model serving,
which can broadcast model and input data adaptively, as
illustrated in Figure 1, we show that many other applications
also have both the ability and incentive to adapt their transfer
schedules based on the underlying network characteristics.
Many distributed data analytics workloads contain networkintensive shuffle phases between different job stages. For example, the shuffle in MapReduce applications creates an all to
all data transfer between the map and reduce stages. The shuffle phase accounts for a large portion of the execution time for
many data analytics workloads [16], and numerous studies [4,
15,16,39,84,87,90] have demonstrated that optimizing shuffle
performance significantly improves application performance.
Given network characteristics, distributed data analytics applications can change their transfer schedules (by changing the
task placement) to minimize shuffle completion time. Figure 4a
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Addressing the Mismatch

The black-box nature of the existing networking abstraction
and the adaptiveness of data-intensive applications create
a mismatch. Data-intensive applications would benefit
from more network information from the cloud provider to
configure their transfer schedules, but black-box networking
hides this information.
Solutions based on the black-box abstraction. There are
two approaches to address this mismatch without modifying
the existing black-box networking abstraction. One possible
approach is to let the cloud provider optimize the communication for tenants as a cloud service. To this end, we first have to
develop a general networking API for cloud tenants to express
their communication semantics, traffic loads and optimization
objectives to the cloud provider. The API design should be
similar to the coflow abstraction [16] or the virtual cluster ab-
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straction [9], but more general to support a large variety of possible traffic patterns and user-defined objectives. Moreover, a
recent measurement study [78] shows that major public clouds
exhibit high bandwidth variability at a time granularity of seconds. Thus it is hard, if not impossible, for the cloud provider
to perform timely network scheduling for thousands of tenants
in a centralized manner, while ensuring network SLAs (e.g.,
defined via the networking API) for each tenant respectively.
Another potential approach is for cloud tenants to run extensive performance profiling in their allocated VMs [29, 49, 57].
For example, PLink [57] probes the VM pair-wise bandwidth
and latency with DPDK and uses K-means clustering to
reverse engineer the underlying network topology. This allows
it to achieve high allreduce performance by choosing a good
allreduce algorithm. Choreo [49] uses 3-step measurements
to pinpoint congested links in the data center network to
schedule data analytics workloads. Similar approaches were
explored decades ago on Internet traffic routing on wide-area
overlay networks [5]: picking a high-performance Internet
path based on user measurement. Unfortunately, this approach
is both costly, as each tenant/user has to profile the network
independently, and slow, because the probing phase delays
the start of the application. The PLink authors told us that they
use 10000 packets to determinte bandwidth between a pair
of hosts. Choreo generates 3 minutes of probe traffic to infer
the network characteristics for 10 VMs.
A white-box network abstraction? Given the deficiencies
of the two black-box based approaches, we instead explore a
white-box approach: the provider reveals essential information
about the network characteristics to the tenant, and the tenants
then optimize their transfer schedules accordingly.
One possible way to achieve this objective is for the cloud
provider to reveal to a tenant the location of each VM in the
physical link-layer network topology, and estimate available
bandwidth between each of the VM-pairs. However, this
method can raise security and competitive issues. First,
exposing VM allocations in the physical network introduces
privacy risks for cloud tenants. For example, a malicious
user can locate a targeted tenant’s VMs and perform attacks.
Second, the exposed VM allocation information can raise
competitive concerns for the cloud provider. For instance, this
information might be valuable for competitors to learn a cloud
provider’s scheduling policies, thus, lowering its competitive
advantage. Third, the bandwidth a tenant can acquire depends
on the transfer schedules of all the tenants, and a single change
in transfer schedule of one tenant may trigger a recalculation
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Figure 5: Allreduce can be performed with different topologies.
(a) to (d) show 4 possible allreduce topologies to perform allreduce
among the 4 VMs (workers).
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Figure 6: NetHint overview. NetHint service collects network
characteristics. Cloud tenants poll hints from NetHint service and
adapt their transfer schedules.

for all the tenants. As such, it is computationally expensive
for the cloud provider to update the bandwidth shares in real
time. Moreover, an application’s bandwidth also depends on
its own transfer schedule. For example, in Case 2 of Figure 2,
if VM A sends one extra flow, the total egress bandwidth of
VM A increases to 5 Gbps1 . As a result, without knowing a
tenant’s transfer schedule, the cloud provider cannot provide
accurate bandwidth estimates to its tenants.

3

NetHint Overview

NetHint is an interactive mechanism between a cloud tenant
and a cloud provider to jointly enhance the application
performance. The key idea is that the provider provides a hint
— an indirect indication of the underlying network characteristics (e.g., a virtual link-layer topology for a tenant’s VMs,
number of co-located tenants, network bandwidth utilization)
to a cloud tenant. As illustrated in Figure 6, the provider
provides a NetHint service, which periodically (100 ms by
default) collects the hint information to capture changes of the
underlying network characteristics. A tenant application can
query the NetHint service to get the hint information, and then
adapt its transfer schedules based on this provided hint. Note
that NetHint does not change the fairness mechanism of the underlying network. A tenant can opt in/out any time — whether
or not to use NetHint will not affect its fair share of the network.
The hint provides a white-box network abstraction which
includes additional network information to tenants. As such,
users can infer their best transfer schedule without substantial
probing latency or communication overhead with the provider.
The hint exposes neither the physical network topology nor
the location of a tenant’s VMs within it (e.g., which racks).
Compared with providing bandwidth information, the hint
relieves the provider from the burden of calculating accurate
bandwidth allocations. Moreover, compared with calculating
bandwidth allocation, it is easier to acquire accurate hint
messages (e.g., a virtual link-layer topology for a tenant’s
VMs, number of co-located tenants, network bandwidth
utilization). As such, the provider is free from the potential
risk of providing inaccurate information.
We require NetHint to be: (1) readily deployable: all
the mechanisms are implementable using commodity
hardware; (2) low cost: the cloud provider can collect network
characteristics with minimal CPU, memory, and bandwidth
1 Assume per-flow fair sharing in the network.
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overheads; (3) useful: data-intensive workloads can leverage
the hints to achieve high performance. To achieve these goals,
NetHint’s design and implementation must address three
questions. First, what hints should be provided to the tenants?
Second, how should cloud providers collect the hints with low
cost? Third, how should applications use the hints to adapt
their transfer schedules?
NetHint describes a virtual link-layer topology that connects
a tenant’s VMs. In addition, NetHint provides to the tenant
recent utilization summaries and counts of co-locating tenant
connections on shared network links in the virtual topology.
This information allows the tenant to adapt its transfer
schedules based on both the topological and temporal hot
spots in the network. Further, our design ensures that the only
additional information NetHint exposes is aggregated network
statistics across all tenants. It is thus difficult for a tenant to
acquire information about any individual other tenant. (§4.1)
For the second question, our preferred approach to collecting hints is to measure network traffic in the physical switches
using network telemetry, e.g., sketching [54, 55]. However,
sketches depend on specific programmable switch features,
which are not widely deployed. Instead, our prototype employs
a host-driven approach, in which each machine monitors
local flows and transmits flow-level statistics to a NetHint
measurement plane. One machine in each rack runs a NetHint
server process to aggregate the rack-level information. These
NetHint servers exchange information using periodic all-to-all
communication. A cloud tenant connects to the local NetHint
server to fetch hints. We show that this approach allows
NetHint to provide timely hints to tenants with low CPU and
bandwidth overheads (§4.2).
As for the third question, we consider two aspects of
adaptation in response to the hints. First, we observe that the
adaptation algorithm should take into account the application
transfer schedule and semantics to maximize the performance
gain. To this end, we consider several use cases for NetHint
which cover a range of popular data-intensive applications,
including (1) choosing allreduce algorithms in distributed deep
learning, (2) constructing broadcast trees for serving ensemble
models, and (3) placing tasks in MapReduce frameworks. For
each case, we show how applications can adapt their transfer
schedules based on the information in the hint. The takeaway
is that for all of these examples, tenants can make use of the
NetHint information via simple scheduling algorithms (§5).
Second, we explore the drawbacks of adaptation: it introduces extra computational overhead, and may be ineffective
or even harmful or unstable if network conditions change too
rapidly. We conclude that the adaptation algorithm should
use different sets of hints depending on network changing
frequency and adaptation overhead. For example, we find that
if an application has a non-negligible latency to collect hints
and compute the transfer schedules, the bandwidth information
may be stale and thus may negatively affect the application performance (detailed in §6). Based on this intuition, we design
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Notations & Descriptions
T A virtual topology connecting all the tenant’s VMs
l
A virtual link in virtual topology T
Ble A tenant’s bandwidth share on link l
Btl Total bandwidth on link l
Blr Residual bandwidth on link l
nl Number of shared objects on link l
Table 1: Notations and descriptions for NetHint.

a policy for applications to react to hints in a flexible manner:
under stable network conditions and low adaptation overheads,
applications use both bandwidth and topology information
to maximize the performance gain of adaptation. Otherwise,
applications use only the stable topology information (§6).

4
4.1

Providing NetHint Service
What Is in the Hint?

NetHint exposes a virtual link-layer topology T to a cloud
tenant. The tenant’s virtual topology abstracts the network as a
tree data structure in which the tenant’s VMs are leaf nodes. A
link in the tree represents one or more physical links in the data
center network, and an interior node may abstract a region of
switches and links. The prototype uses a three-layer tree that
captures how VMs are distributed among racks in a data center
and collapses the network structure above the rack level into
a single root node. VMs residing in the same rack are in the
same subtree. The virtual topology abstraction does not reveal
racks or servers where the tenant has no presence. Following
the common observation that congestion losses often occur at
the rack level [12, 43, 60, 89], these virtual topologies in the
NetHint prototype ignores congestion at any structure above
the rack level [23]. It is possible to represent more structure by
adding layers to the tree. The tree approximation presumes that
the data center network is able to balance its load, so that traffic
among children of an abstract node see similar available bandwidth. There is a rich literature on efficient network load balancing for data centers [2,21,22,26,28,36,46,47,63,88], and some
of them are readily deployable with commodity hardware.
NetHint allows applications to react to temporal hot spots
in the network. For this purpose, NetHint exposes an estimate
of utilization on each virtual link l. Recall Case 1 in Figure 2,
now assume the orange flow from VM A uses only 2 out of
10 Gbps. If the tenant of VM B knows the network utilization
information, it can infer that VM B can send traffic at 8 Gbps.
As such, NetHint provides (1) the total bandwidth Btl and (2)
the residual bandwidth Blr on each virtual link l. However,
we find that this information alone is insufficient for an
application to adapt its transfer schedule, especially when
links are congested. For example, even if one link l has already
reached 100% utilization, a tenant can still send flows through
l and get a fair bandwidth share.
Shared objects and fairness models. In fact, the bandwidth
share depends on the fairness model implemented by the
cloud provider. Per-flow-fairness and per-VM-pair-fairness
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are enforced naturally for RDMA-based networks because
modern RDMA NICs can be configured to choose either of
them. Per-flow-fairness is ensured for containerized clouds
because cloud users cannot modify the kernel TCP stack. For
traditional TCP-based and VM-based clouds, many recent
studies [18, 37, 62] describe how to enforce per-VM-pairfairness. With the increasing programmability of modern
switches, it now becomes possible to implement other fairness
models in the network [74, 83], such as per-tenant fairness.
Consider an application placing 3 connections on a
100 Gbps network link with 7 existing connections from
3 other tenants. We assume each flow can reach 100 Gbps
throughput. With per-flow fairness model, the application
should get 30 Gbps bandwidth. With per-tenant fairness model,
the application should get 25 Gbps bandwidth.
The example indicates that the bandwidth share also
depends on the number of shared objects on each link l. The
definition of shared object depends on the fairness model:
it is a flow (VM-pair, tenant) under per-flow (per-VM-pair,
per-tenant) fairness, respectively.
To provide bandwidth information, NetHint exposes the
number of shared objects nl on each link l. Taken together,
NetHint provides a tuple (nl , Btl , Blr ), which includes both the
current link utilization and the number of shared objects.
Bandwidth estimation. The information in the virtual
topology enables a tenant to estimate its available bandwidth
on each virtual link l efficiently. More formally, consider a
tenant who plans to place kl shared objects on link l in its
transfer schedule. If link l is an in-network link in virtual
topology T (i.e., not attached to any VM), the bandwidth
share the tenant gets can be estimated as:
kl
(1)
Ble = max( l l Btl ,Blr )
n +k

link corresponds to the aggregation of multiple parallel paths
in the physical topology, the estimation may be inaccurate
under poor network load balancing across these parallel
paths. We note that this is less likely to happen with recently
proposed data center network load balancing designs.
Despite these inaccuracies in bandwidth estimation, our
results (§8) show that even the three-level tree approximation
is sufficient to adapt the transfer schedules and improve the
performance of our target applications. Moreover, evaluation
results also show that the benefits degrade gracefully with the
quality of the approximations.
Alleviating security and competitive issues. Compared
with a naive white-box solution that exposes VM allocation
information and physical network topology, NetHint has
alleviated the security and the competitive concerns. First,
NetHint does not expose the physical location of allocated
VMs, so a tenant cannot learn the provider’s VM allocation
policy. Second, our network statistics are aggregated over all
other tenants, so it is difficult for a tenant to infer from them
the network behavior of any other individual tenant. Finally,
network topology among a tenant’s VMs is already accessible
even in today’s black-box model via user probing approaches,
e.g., as presented in PLink [57] and Choreo [49]. NetHint does
provide easier access to this information, but we believe this
does not increase the security risks. Note that NetHint does
not fully eliminate these issues, and we discuss them in §9.
4.2

Timely NetHint with Low Cost

Equation 1 indicates that when the link is under-utilized,
the tenant can use up all the residual bandwidth Blr , and even
if the link is already congested, the tenant can at least achieve
its fair share based on the number of shared objects.
If link l is an edge link (i.e., attached to one VM), the
bandwidth share is also affected by the underlying sharing
approach. More specifically, denote the per-VM bandwidth
guarantee provided by the sharing approaches as Bv , we have:
(
l
min(Bv ,max( nl k+kl Btl ,Blr )) static partitioning
l
(2)
Be =
l
max( nl k+kl Btl ,Blr ,Bv )
work-conserving

User query overhead The virtual topology is presented as
a set of links (each with a Link ID). Each virtual link has its
associated Bt . The temporal utilization information for each
link includes a tuple of three fields (Link ID, n, Br ). Each field
occupies 8 bytes. As such, the amount of data returned by a
query is small. Consider a cloud tenant that has rented 100
VMs allocated across 10 racks. As upstream and downstream
virtual links are considered separately, the number of virtual
links equals twice the sum of the number of VMs and the
number of racks the tenant occupies. The amount of query
information thus has (100+10)×2×3×8 = 5280 Bytes.
There is no value or incentive for a tenant to query at
a higher frequency than the information update period of
NetHint (100 ms by default). Tenant VMs communicate with
a NetHint server through TCP connections with rate limits
that prevent queries more frequent than once per 50 ms.

Sources and impact of inaccuracy We acknowledge that
both Equation 1 and Equation 2 are approximations and can
sometimes be inaccurate. First, some shared objects (i.e.,
tenant, VM-pair, or connection) may have traffic demands less
than their fair network share, thus calculating the exact value
of Ble requires knowing the traffic demand for each shared
object. NetHint does not provide per-object information, as
doing so introduces security concerns and significant overhead
given the huge number of such objects. Second, since a virtual

Collection overhead We design a two-layer host-driven aggregation approach to collect timely hint information with low
cost. Recall that we select one machine in each rack to run
a NetHint server process. Each machine collects flow-level
network characteristics from its operating system, and sends
them to its rack-local NetHint server periodically. The information each machine has to send to the local NetHint server is a
virtual link ID plus one (n, Br ) for each virtual machine to ToR
link and another (n, Br ) containing only the traffic transmitting
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We find that most data-intensive applications can be categorized into two classes, based on how they can adapt to network
characteristics. For each application class, we show that
adapting transfer schedules corresponds to an optimization
problem. Our goal here is not to present the optimal algorithm
to solve the scheduling problems. Rather, our goal is to show
that a broad set of distributed applications can benefit from
NetHint using simple scheduling algorithms.

• Reinforcement learning: the trainer process in reinforcement learning repeatedly broadcasts the model (i.e., policy)
to a dynamic set of agents.
• Serving ensemble models: multiple servers run DNN
models simultaneously to predict the label on the same
input data, and then use voting to decide the final output.
For every input data batch, the front-end server broadcasts
it to a set of servers holding different DNNs.
Moreover, as the object of collective communication is usually a vector of numbers, we can partition the object and apply
different overlay topologies on each partition. For example,
a broadcast can be accomplished via multiple broadcast trees,
with each broadcast tree transferring a different (weighted)
portion of the broadcast object. Similarly, an allreduce can be
performed via a weighed combination of different allreduce
topologies. The transfer schedule thus depends on both the
choices of overlay topologies and their corresponding weights.
With NetHint, the tenant can estimate the bandwidth Ble
available on each link l based on Equation 1 and Equation 2.
For a transfer schedule s, denote the volume it transfers on
each link l as dsl . The corresponding latency of the schedule
can be estimated as maxl (dsl /Ble ). Thus, we have:
Problem statement: Given the virtual topology T and the
estimated bandwidth on each virtual link l, find a transfer
schedule that minimizes the latency maxl (dsl /Ble ).
To solve the above problem, one major challenge is that
the number of candidate transfer schedules can be huge. For
example, there can be O(n(n−2) ) possible broadcast trees to
broadcast a message to n processes [79]. One possible solution
is to use tree packing algorithms [13, 25, 79]. However, since
the goal here is to show the usefulness of NetHint information
rather than to find the optimal algorithm, we design simple
heuristics to solve the problem. We first sample a random set
of overlay topologies (broadcast and allreduce trees) which
cross each rack only once. We then use linear programming
to find the best weight assignment among these trees, so that
the transfer schedule minimizes the latency maxl (dsl /Ble ).

5.1

5.2

across the rack, for adding its contribution to the ToR uplink’s
(n, Br ). Each field is 8 bytes, so the total data size per virtual
link is (1+2×2)×8 = 40 bytes. It is necessary to consider the
upstream and downstream bandwidth independently, so each
virtual machine or ToR has two associated virtual links. For
example, assuming a physical machine has 10 VMs, it sends
40×2×10 = 800 bytes of data to the NetHint server in each period. We set the information update period to 100 ms by default.
Thus, the total aggregated information for one NetHint server is
two (n, Br ) for every VM-to-ToR virtual link and the ToR uplink
in the virtual topology. The NetHint servers then use all-to-all
communication to exchange their aggregated information.
Suppose a data center has 1000 racks, and every rack has 20
machines. In each information update period, a local NetHint
server gathers 16 KB information (800 bytes × 20 machines).
With a 100 ms update period, the total amount of cross-rack
traffic introduced by the all-to-all information exchange is
16 MB/100 ms = 1.3 Gbps per rack. Let’s assume each rack
has outgoing bandwidth of 500 Gbps. Then the bandwidth
overhead of NetHint is 0.26%.
Failure detection and recovery NetHint is a best-effort
service, and applications should be prepared to function
without hints, e.g., if their rack-local NetHint servers become
unavailable due to failures such as link failure and server crashing. In this case, applications just revert the transfer schedule
to a default one assuming no known network characteristics
until a new NetHint server is available in the rack.

5

Adapting Transfer Schedules with NetHint

Optimizing Collective Communication

Many data-intensive applications run a high-level collective
communication primitive (e.g., broadcast, allreduce) among
a set of processes. Any such operation can be accomplished
flexibly via a large set of possible overlay topologies among
all the processes. For example, a broadcast can be performed
with different broadcast trees connecting all the receivers, and
an allreduce may employ different allreduce topologies (e.g.,
tree-allreduce or ring-allreduce). For all these communication
primitives, the choice of overlay topologies affects only the
efficiency (i.e., finish time) but not the correctness. Many
popular ML applications belong to this category:
• Data-parallel deep learning: each server holds a replica
of the model and calculates gradients locally. Servers use
allreduce to synchronize gradients in each training iteration.
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Optimizing Task Placement

Many distributed applications execute based on a task graph
describing the tasks and their dependencies. The task graph
can be static (i.e., task graph is known before the workload
runs) [19, 85] or dynamic (i.e, tasks arrive as the workload
runs) [61]. Since different tasks may send and receive different
amounts of data, the placement of tasks onto VMs determines
the transfer schedule among the VMs. Applications in data
analytics frameworks and task-based distributed systems
therefore can benefit from network-aware task placement:
• Data analytics frameworks [32, 85]: data analytics workloads contain network-intensive shuffle phases between
different job stages. One shuffle phase creates an all-to-all
communication between a set of sender tasks and receiver
tasks, so task placement controls the shuffle performance.
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Notations & Descriptions
Tb Average changing period of the background network condition
Tu Duration of a transfer schedule being used
Ta Latency to adapt (collecting information and computing a schedule)
Ts Staleness of the hint
p A threshold defined by the ratio between total adapting latency and JCT

Table 2: Important factors related to the impact of staleness.

• Task-based distributed systems [38, 61] are increasingly
popular in industry. In these applications, the task graph
is dynamic and generated at runtime. Tasks launch after
fetching input objects from upstream tasks. As such,
efficient task placement can minimize the task launch
latency reducing the object fetch time.
Problem formulation For both applications, we can
formulate the task placement as a classical network embedding
problem. Denote the set of tasks as T and the set of VMs as V.
Compared with the problem statement in §5.1, which selects
an efficient data transfer schedule, here we need to find an
embedding E : T 7→ V given the transfer schedule among all
tasks. The algorithm inputs and optimization goals are the
same as the problem statement in §5.1, except that the latency
is calculated as maxl (del /Ble ). del is the transfer volume on link
l introduced by embedding E .
We make minor modifications to the greedy heuristics
proposed in Hedera [1] to solve the embedding problem. We
first sort all tasks in T based on the amount of data they receive
in decreasing order (no need if |T| = 1). We then place tasks
one by one following this order. When placing a task to V, we
optimize greedily for the objectives described in the problem
statement. Before processing the next task, we update the
cross rack traffic and del based on the placement.

6

Flexible Adaptation for Stale Information

Staleness of NetHint information The staleness of NetHint
information during job execution is affected by the following
two factors (notations listed in Table 2). First, an application
controller can have a non-negligible latency to collect hints
and compute the transfer schedules based on the hints, which
makes the hints stale when being applied. We denote the
adaptation latency as Ta .
Second, applications can adapt to hints periodically. For
each adaptation period, the schedule calculated based on the
previous hint will be used for the entire duration Tu . Note
that for recursive jobs (e.g., model serving), recomputing the
schedule for every iteration introduces too much latency. To
this end, we fetch hints and recompute the schedule every k
iterations, so that the latency to compute transfer schedule is
within a portion p (e.g., 10% by default) of the job execution
time. Moreover, for jobs that adapt the task placement based
on hints (e.g., MapReduce), the adaptation period Tu equals
job completion time, as the task placement usually cannot be
changed during job execution.
Taken together, the staleness of NetHint information is quantified as Ts = Ta +Tu , which is the combination of both above
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factors. Ta is the total latency of four steps. The first three
steps are to collect hints: sending host network characteristics
to NetHint service, NetHint service exchanges rack-level network characteristics, and applications querying the NetHint
service. The maximum latency for these three steps combined
is 300 ms (100 ms per step due to NetHint frequency), so we
use 150 ms as the estimate for the average case latency. The last
step is to compute the transfer schedule, and it is applicationspecific (Figure 8). In our evaluation, a deep learning job of 64
workers requires 10 ms to compute its transfer schedule. We
thus set Ta = 150+10 = 160 ms. We set Tu = 100 ms to keep the
compute overhead to be less than 10% of the total running time.
Impact of the stale information The impact of stale
information depends on the relative relationship between
(1) the staleness of the information; and (2) the stability of
the underlying network condition. Assume the background
network condition changes every Tb time in average. A hint
with staleness Ts much less than Tb can still be helpful since
the network condition is likely to be similar with the condition
Ts time ago. In contrast, a hint with staleness Ts much larger
than Tb will be misleading, since the current network condition
may be very different from the condition Ts time ago. In this
case, adaptation with misleading hints can negatively affect
the application performance (Figure 12d).
Flexible adaptation based on application and network condition. There are two takeaways from the above analysis. First,
stale information should not be used when it is misleading.
Regarding this, one approach is to simply ignore the provided
hints and run applications as we run them today. However, as
we show in motivating examples (e.g., Figure 1c and Figure 4c),
the link-layer network topology alone can be useful for some
types of applications to reduce the amount of cross-rack traffic.
Compared with the bandwidth information, topology information is more stable and not affected by network dynamics.
Therefore, we propose NetHint-TO, a class of scheduling
algorithms that use only the stable topology information from
NetHint. For example, with NetHint-TO, we create a ring that
crosses each rack only once for ring-allreduce and a chain that
crosses each rack only once for tree-broadcast.
The second takeaway is that there is no one-size-fits-all
solution. Each application should have two scheduling algorithms, one uses bandwidth information (in §5) and another
one uses stable topology information only (NetHint-TO).
We design a policy to choose between these two algorithms
based on both the application and the network conditions
(i.e., Tb , Tu , Ta ). More specifically, when Ts < Tb , applications
use the scheduling algorithm in §5 to calculate the optimal
schedule based on both bandwidth and topology information.
When Ts ≥ Tb , applications adopt NetHint-TO to minimize
the impact of stale information.
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7

Implementation

We implement NetHint using 4600 lines of Rust code. 2300
additional lines of code are in NetHint server to provide
NetHint to cloud tenants. The algorithms for applications
to adapt transfer schedules (i.e., MapReduce, allreduce, and
broadcast) are implemented using 149, 216, and 144 lines of
code. We use lpsolve [56] for solving linear programs.
To compute the hints in our testbed, we take an endhostbased approach. We hook an eBPF program into the OS
kernel. The eBPF program counts the total number of bytes
going within the rack and outside the rack. A userspace
program polls the counters from the eBPF program every
10 ms and maintains a moving average of the number of
existing shared objects (i.e., flows, in a per-flow fairness
model). The userspace program sends the number of shared
objects and traffic data to the NetHint server every 100 ms. In
a deployment environment where SmartNICs is available, we
can also program the SmartNICs to implement this logic.
NetHint server binds to a TCP port, where VMs connect
to to fetch hints. NetHint server uses a single thread to respond
to NetHint queries. A single thread is enough for our design
because queries are not frequent.
For an application to use NetHint, we need to modify the
application. For traditional collective communication, the
transfer schedule is static and decided before runtime. Recent
collective communication designs have shown that transfer
schedules can be dynamically decided at runtime [93]. NetHint
can help these dynamic collective communication designs
to decide on an efficient transfer schedule based on network
characteristics. These dynamic collective communication
designs can query and adapt transfer schedule every k iterations
before issuing data transfer operation. For task placement,
the global scheduler of a distributed system (e.g., master in
MapReduce [19]) queries the NetHint server and uses both the
task information and the NetHint information to decide task
placement. For our evaluation purpose, we build a dynamic
scheduler for collective communication and a task scheduler
for MapReduce tasks according to the descriptions above.

8
8.1

Evaluation
Setup and Workloads

We evaluate NetHint using an on-premise testbed and largescale simulations. Our setting is that hosts ensure workconserving bandwidth guarantee for VMs and the network
ensures per-flow fairness. We compare NetHint with the scenarios where cloud tenants (1) do not consider network characteristics and (2) probe the network to reverse-engineer the network characteristics and then adapt transfer schedules. For user
probing, we assume network information is always correctly
reverse engineered. We assume the probing strategy is the following: For a tenant that owns n hosts, user probing runs in n/2
rounds, where each round’s latency is either the latency to send
10000 packets or 1 second, whichever is smaller, to measure
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throughput and latency between n/2 pairs of hosts. 2 Similar to
NetHint, user probing adopts the same strategy to periodically
update the transfer schedule, but with a lower frequency due
to its higher overheads. We calculate user probing’s frequency
using the same method described in the second paragraph of §6.
We use a mix of two types of background traffic to simulate
skewed and long-tailed traffic in data centers [3, 12, 70, 89].
One slow-moving background traffic occupies 0-50%
bandwidth of the link capacity on each link in a Zipfian
distribution. The slow-moving background traffic occupies
10% bandwidth in total and changes every 10 seconds. The
other is a fast-moving background traffic which is on all
links and occupies 0-10% bandwidth of the link capacity in a
uniform random fashion. The fast changing background traffic
changes every 10 ms. We use the following workloads. We
run each experiment 5 times and report the average speedup
for each job. To quantify the overall speedup, we also measure
the arithmetic average of speedups across jobs.
Distributed data-parallel deep learning. We test the
allreduce completion time. The job sizes are either 16 or 32
(in terms of number of nodes) with equal probability. For each
allreduce job, we set the buffer size to be 100 MB (≈ the size
of ResNet-50). We run 100 jobs and assume jobs arrive as a
Poisson process. We choose Poisson lambda = 24 seconds,
so that the average network utilization approximates to 12%.
Serving an ensemble of ML models. We test the broadcast
completion time. We use the same job size distribution described in Hoplite [93]. We run 100 jobs and assume jobs arrive
as a Poisson process. We choose Poisson lambda = 8 seconds,
so that the average network utilization approximates to 12%.
MapReduce. We test the latency of the data shuffling phase of
MapReduce. We use Facebook’s MapReduce trace [17], which
contains 500 MapReduce jobs and their arrival time. We assume the traffic is divided evenly from a reducer to the mappers.
8.2

NetHint in Testbed Experiments

We build a 6-server testbed. Each server has a 100 Gbps
Mellanox ConnectX-5 NIC and two Intel 10-core Xeon Gold
5215 CPUs (2.5 GHz). These machines are connected via
an emulated 40 Gbps 2-stage FatTree network using a single
100 Gbps Mellanox SN2100 switch through self-wiring. 3
machines are in one rack, and the rest 3 machines are in the
other rack. The oversubscription ratio on our network is 3.
Each machine runs 4 VMs where each VM is guaranteed
10 Gbps through fair-queuing on the NICs.
Overheads. We already provide analysis of bandwidth
overheads in §4.2. Now the remaining question is how much
overhead NetHint incurs in terms of latency and CPU cycles.
2 We believe this is a best-case scenario for existing user probing
techniques. Plink [57] sends 10000 packets per VM-pair to reverse engineer
link-layer topologies. Choreo [49] uses a 3-step strategy to pinpoint congested
links and its first step is measure pair-wise bandwidth. It takes 3 minutes to
reverse engineer the network conditions for 10 VMs (90 VM-pairs).
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Figure 7: Testbed results: NetHint’s speedup on testbed for allreduce in data-parallel distributed training, broadcast in ensemble ML model
serving, and mapreduce shuffle compared with user probing and not using network information. Numbers in the legend shows the average
of speedups compared with running applications without network information.
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Figure 8: Testbed results: Latency to compute transfer schedules.

Collecting statistics from eBPF program is instant, and the
polling period for flow statistics is 10 ms.
To measure the overheads in large deployment, we use each
CPU core in our testbed to emulate a rack by instantiating
a NetHint server per-core. We use pidstat to measure the
CPU cycles and memory footprint on NetHint server. Table 3
shows the result. When the number of racks scale up to 240
racks, the CPU time spent on NetHint servers is negligible,
i.e., less than 0.66%. The memory footprint on each NetHint
server is small (less than 80 MB) and scales with the number
of racks mainly due to the increase in the hint size. The latency
to collect network information is less than 14 ms.
We implement the algorithms described in §5. We test the
computation latency of running each algorithm at different
scales (number of workers). Figure 8 presents the results. The
latency to make a scheduling decision remains low, ranging
from 10 us to 30 ms. Compared with the computation latency,
the extra latency introduced by user probing is much higher,
ranging from 100 ms to 3 seconds. The round-trip latency to
fetch hints takes 100 us because it is rack-local.
Results. NetHint improves application performance. Figure 7
shows the normalized speedup to running applications without
network information. Using user probing speeds up the communication by 1.6x for distributed data-parallel deep learning and
slows down the communication by 1.1x and 1.2x for serving an
ensemble of ML models, and MapReduce shuffle, respectively.
NetHint speeds up communication of these workloads by
2.2x, 1.4x, and 1.2x, substantially outperforming user probing.
NetHint can outperform user probing because collecting hints
is more lightweight than each application individually probing
the network characteristics. User probing hurts many ensemble
model serving and MapReduce jobs because of the probing
overheads. In addition, we notice that a small portion of jobs
in Figure 7c are penalized. On our testbed, the job log shows
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# Racks
6
24
96
240

CPU Util. (%)
0.06
0.14
0.41
0.66

Memory (MB)
4.53
5.90
19.28
78.16

Latency (ms)
10.60
10.73
11.91
13.73

Table 3: Testbed results: The system overhead of a NetHint server
in CPU utilization, memory, and information collection latency.

that there are on average 2.8 jobs sharing the rack bandwidth.
One job arrival or departure changes the network condition
for all the other jobs on the rack. However, the task placement
decision cannot be changed during job execution, and thus the
initial placement can be imperfect. In contrast, deep learning
and model serving workloads in Figure 7 do not severely suffer
from this problem, as they can timely modify the transfer schedule for each iteration based on the latest NetHint information.
8.3

NetHint in Simulations

We use simulations to evaluate NetHint in large-scale
deployments and in various operating environments. Our
simulator is written in 5000 lines of Rust. The simulation
is at flow level, and throughput of each flow is the result of
solving a max-min fairness formula based on traffic demand.
We simulate a CPU cluster and a GPU cluster individually.
Both the CPU and GPU clusters have 150 racks. In the GPU
cluster network, each rack has 6 machines with 100 Gbps NIC,
and each rack has total upstream bandwidth of 200 Gbps. In
the CPU cluster network, each rack has 18 machines with
100 Gbps NIC and the total upstream bandwidth is 600 Gbps.
The oversubscription ratios are both 3. In the CPU cluster, each
machine has 4 VMs. In the GPU cluster, each machine only
has 1 VM. All VMs have bandwidth guarantee of 25 Gbps.
Results. Figure 9 shows the NetHint’s speedup of the three
workloads in our simulations. In summary, the trend of the
simulation results matches what we have observed on the
testbed. NetHint speeds up communication by 2.7x, 1.5x, and
1.2x, respectively. On allreduce, the speedup is higher than
that on the testbed because the number of hosts involved in
a job is larger than that on the testbed, and thus the amount
of cross-rack traffic is also larger, giving NetHint more room
to optimize transfer schedules.
User probing incurs substantial overheads in both traffic and
latency. Figure 10 shows the overheads of using NetHint and
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Figure 11: Simulation results [Model serving]: Using topology
information alone can outperform using bandwidth information.

user probing in MapReduce. The amount of overhead depends
on both MapReduce shuffle size and job size. Figure 10a
shows the extra traffic introduced by NetHint and user probing
over application traffic. NetHint only adds less than 0.1% extra
traffic. User probing, in contrast, adds 15% to 420% extra
traffic, and 90% of jobs double their traffic. This is because user
probing needs to generate probe traffic, and each application
has to probe independently. For large shuffle sizes, the probing
traffic is less of a concern because it constitutes a smaller fraction of the total traffic. Figure 10b shows the extra latency due
to probing and fetching hints for MapReduce jobs of various
sizes. NetHint only adds a constant RTT-level extra latency
which is negligible. User probing has a large latency overhead,
which is linear in job size. This is expected because user probing needs to run for n/2 rounds, where n is the job size. There
are a set of MapReduce jobs that are penalized substantially by
user probing (as shown in Figure 9c). These are MapReduce
jobs with large job sizes but with small shuffle sizes.

calculating the transfer schedule. Figure 11a shows that
NetHint-TO and NetHint-BW speed up the communication by
1.4x and 1.3x. NetHint-BW is slightly slower than NetHint-TO.
Applying a bandwidth-aware algorithm does not bring benefit
compared with using topology information only because the
background traffic changes even within a single broadcast.
Instead, it can slow down the job due to the additional overhead
to compute data transfer schedules.
To demonstrate an extreme example for the computational
overhead, we run 100 broadcasts of 64 workers with data size
set to 12 MB, and we double the bandwidth capacity of ToR
switch. Figure 11b shows that NetHint-TO and NetHint-BW
speed up by 1.2x and 1.0x compared with no information.
NetHint-BW cannot improve because the computation latency
using LP is large in contrast to the broadcast latency on such a
small data size. It has to adapt its traffic less frequently (≈ 0.2s)
to ensure the compute overhead is within 10% of the total
job completion time. Without being affected by inaccurate
hints, NetHint-TO aims to minimize the cross-rack traffic,
thus achieving better performance.
Figure 12 shows which adaptation method NetHint choose
under different background traffic change periods and
oversubscription ratios. The result demonstrates that NetHint
chooses the best of NetHint-TO and NetHint-BW for all the
three applications we use and also for both oversubscription
ratio of 3 and 1.5.

When should NetHint use topology information only? As
we have described in §6, there are two situations we prefer
letting NetHint use topology information only: (1) workload
granularity is large, and (2) overhead of computing a transfer
schedule is non-negligible. To demonstrate these situations,
we set the slow-moving background traffic change frequency
to every 0.2 seconds. Other environment settings remain the
same as those in previous simulations.
To show the case when background traffic changes faster
than job completion time, we run 100 broadcast jobs with the
model sizes increased to 1 GB. We let NetHint recompute a
new broadcast strategy every iteration (but we still guarantee
that the computational overhead is under a certain threshold
p = 10%). We use NetHint-TO to denote using only topology
information when calculating the transfer schedule. We use
NetHint-BW to denote using bandwidth information when
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Inaccurate bandwidth estimation. The bandwidth estimations in Equation 1 and Equation 2 is based on approximations,
as the accurate estimation requires knowing the traffic demand
for each tenant. One question to ask is whether NetHint’s
design fundamentally relies on the accuracy of bandwidth
estimation. To answer this question, we intentionally add noise
to the input of NetHint. Having additional noise of x% means
the link utilization provided to NetHint is between 100-x%
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Figure 12: Simulation results: Average speedup to background traffic change period under two different topology settings. The shaded area
represents 95% confidence interval.
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Figure 13: Simulation results:
NetHint’s speedup to not using
network information when we
add noise to the input of NetHint.
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Figure 14: Simulation results:
NetHint’s performance when
varying the number of overlapped
jobs.

and 100+x% of the actual utilization. We then evaluate the
speedup of allreduce and broadcast jobs. Figure 13 shows the
result. NetHint’s speed up degrades gracefully. NetHint can
still outperform not using network information when there
is up to at most 50% noise.
Performance stability. To evaluate if NetHint’s performance
remains stable when the number of NetHint users is large, we
increase the number of overlapped jobs. For deep learning,
we enlarge the rack size to allow more jobs to share a ToR
link and start all the jobs at the beginning. For MapReduce, we
scale up the job arrival rate to create more overlapping among
jobs. Figure 14 shows that NetHint can constantly achieve
performance gain over not using network information.
Sensitivity to network configurations. We evaluate
NetHint’s speedup under different network configurations in
terms of the number of machines per rack and oversubscription
ratios. We vary the number of machines per rack while keeping
the oversubsription the same at 3. Figure 15a shows that
NetHint can reduce the communication latency consistently
for different rack sizes. We then vary the oversubscription ratio.
Figure 15b shows that NetHint’s improvement compared with
not using network information increases as oversubscription
ratio increases. This is because, when oversubscription ratio
is high, the cross-rack communication is more likely to
become the bottleneck. NetHint can mitigate this bottleneck
by reducing the total amount of cross-rack traffic.
Performance gain over perfect user probing. In our
evaluation, for n hosts, user probing is performed in n/2
rounds. In each round, it measures the bidirectional bandwidth
and latency between n/2 pairs of hosts in parallel for a
certain duration (default to 100 ms). Moreover, we show some
evidence that it can be difficult to design better user probing
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Figure 15: Simulation results [Distributed deep learning]:
NetHint’s speedup to not using network information when we
evaluate under different deployment environments.

technique to achieve similar performance as NetHint. First,
we demonstrate how low the user probing duration has to be in
order to achieve similar performance as NetHint. For this, we
artificially reduce the probing duration while ensuring probing
is accurate in simulations. Figure 16a shows the result: even
when probing duration is reduced to 1 ms, NetHint still has
a small performance advantage over user probing. Second, we
show that such a low probing duration (i.e., 1 ms) for accurate
bandwidth estimation can be difficult due to data center
microbursts. We simulate data center microbursts based on
measurement results in Facebook data centers [89] and calculate whether probing for x ms is sufficient to predict the average
bandwidth of 100 ms. Figure 16b shows that if we measure for
less than 25 ms, there is a 50% probability that the estimation
error is above 75%. This is because there are gaps between
microbursts, when a busy link is temporarily idle. Probing for
such a short amount of time may not detect any traffic.
Does NetHint work for other fairness models? The
rapid advancement in the programmability in emerging
programmable switches makes it possible to implement other
types of fairness models in the network [74, 83]. This trend
makes it interesting to also understand NetHint’s potential
performance gains if we move to other fairness models in the
future. We simulate the same allreduce jobs except that we
modify our simulator for different fairness models. As shown
in Figure 17, the trend of the simulation results matches what
we have obtained in a per-flow based fairness setting.

9

Discussion

Herd behaviors. Tenants adapting transfer schedules with provided hints in a distributed way can potentially cause stability
issues. For example, given the information of an under-utilized
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link, many tenants may make identical choices to move traffic
to this link, causing congestion. Such herd behavior causes load
imbalance and performance oscillation in distributed load balancing problems [2,59,88]. We note that herd behavior is a common problem in some specific applications such as distributed
load balancers. There are also standard techniques such as
adding random jitters, and power of two choices to alleviated
herd effect [59]. Whether and how NetHint should help specific
applications avoid herd behavior is an interesting future direction. In the workload and setting of our evaluation, NetHint’s
speedup does not decrease when we increase the number of
overlapped jobs (Figure 14). This infers that the performance
of NetHint is not significantly affected by herd behavior.
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(a) Per-tenant fairness

(b) Probing accuracy

Figure 16: Simulation results: The speedup of user probing to
NetHint and the relative bandwidth estimation difference under
different assumptions of probing durations. The black line in (a)
represents NetHint.
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Figure 17: Simulation results [Distributed deep learning]:
Speedup for other fairness models.

network characteristics. Many related works optimize
collective communication [20, 29, 45, 64, 79] or task placement [39, 49, 75, 80, 91] based on topology or bandwidth
information. Similar considerations can also be applied inside
OS for multi-core machines [11]. Most of these solutions
assume the network topology or bandwidth information is
already known. As such, NetHint can work in complementary
with these solutions by providing them timely network information. Second, these works do not consider a multi-tenant
environment. They assume workloads can be controlled by a
logically centralized controller, while we assume each tenant’s
workload is controlled only by the tenant itself. Because
tenants do not know other tenants’ communication patterns,
this knowledge needs to be provided either through cloud
provider’s support as proposed in this paper or using probing.

Other competitive concerns for NetHint. NetHint exposes
network utilization information to tenants. Network utilization
can be a sensitive information. For example, one can infer
whether a cloud has customers and whether a cloud provider
does a decent job in network load balancing. NetHint makes
it easy for a customer to compare network characteristics
at different times. If a customer finds that the achievable
bandwidth is reducing via NetHint, there may be a risk that
the customer will switch to another cloud provider.

User probing. In addition to PLink and Choreo, many
past works [5, 72, 81] also propose to measure network
characteristics in wide-area networks to choose Internet route.
NetHint is different in two aspects: (1) NetHint does not rely
on active probe, and thus NetHint has low cost. NetHint simply
reads counters directly from NICs or operating systems. (2)
NetHint is for distributed applications that can adapt their
transfer schedules rather than choosing routes in the network.

10

11

Related Work

Sharing network bandwidth. How to share network among
many applications or cloud tenants is one of the oldest problems in computer networks. Today, network sharing is opaque
to the application or cloud tenants. Within a single tenant,
bandwidth sharing is through the fairness property of the underlying congestion control algorithms [24]. Across tenants, a
cloud provider usually enforces strong isolation through static
bandwidth allocation [68] or work-conserving bandwidth
guarantee [9, 10, 50] on the NICs. It is difficult to enable either
static bandwidth allocation or work-conserving bandwidth
guarantee in the network because commodity switches have
limited numbers of hardware queues. NetHint is complementary to these bandwidth sharing design: NetHint does not
change any fairness property of the network. NetHint provides
guidance for applications to use the network bandwidth better.
A non-participating tenant can simply ignore the hint.
Collective communication and task placement based on

USENIX Association

Conclusion

Today, the networking abstraction a cloud tenant has is a
black box. This prevents a tenant’s data-intensive applications
from adapting the data transfer schedules to achieve high
performance. We design and implement NetHint, a new
paradigm for division of work between a cloud provider
and its tenants. A cloud provider provides a hint, network
characteristics (e.g., a virtual link-layer network topology,
number of co-locating tenants, available bandwidth), directly
to its tenants. Applications then adapt their transfer schedules
based on these hints. We demonstrate the performance gain
of NetHint on three use cases of NetHint including allreduce
communication in distributed deep learning, broadcast in
serving ensemble models, and scheduling tasks in MapReduce
frameworks. Our evaluations show that NetHint improves
the performance of these workloads by up to 2.7×, 1.5×,
and 1.2×, respectively. Our source code is available at
https://github.com/crazyboycjr/nethint.
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